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Getting Real Time Insight
No one wants to be cyber insecure. Government senior execs,
Enterprise Ehcache
IT pros and mission leaders are all
making genuine attempts to use
the best practices and the best
tools available to make sense of
all the data they are drowning in.
“But many lack real time
insight into the critical aspects
of their individual programs
and businesses,” Bill Lochten,
Senior VP told OTFL in a recent interview. “The reasons are
largely due to disparate systems and requirements that pose
fairly significant problems for agencies drowning in data.”
Then Chief Solution Architect, Chris Steel offered this
analysis. “I think the overarching business problem we are
seeing in cyber is not being able to pull in the data; it’s being
able to make sense of the data, to run the analytics to understand the data in more detail and make it useful.”
“More information doesn’t mean it is useful,” Mr. Lochten
added. “Having more data is not a cure-all.”
NEW! Powerful Search Capability

PERFORMANCE AT ANY SCALE

• Search TBs of data at in-memory speeds

Enterprise Ehcache is an easy-to-deploy caching solution for hard-to-solve scale and
throughput problems. Based on the de facto caching standard for Java, Enterprise
Ehcache snaps into enterprise applications for an instant, 10x speed increase and
on-demand, unlimited scale out.

• Avoid slow, expensive database queries
• Simple, but flexible API

Snap-In Performance and Scale
• Store more data in memory

• Speed application response times

Now with Search for Greater Value and Versatility

• Gain unlimited linear scalability

Enterprise Ehcache now offers a powerful native Search capability. Through a simple
API, Search lets you search and analyze in-memory data, providing a fast, costeffective alternative to querying overloaded databases. By leveraging a searchable
cache, you can solve a wider range of data challenges, at terabyte magnitudes, with
a single, highly scalable platform.

• Offload database or mainframe
• Deploy with just two lines of
configuration

• Plug in BigMemory for TB-scale caches

High Availability

APPLICATION

APPLICATION

APPLICATION

• Fully redundant architecture

APPLICATION

EHCACHE API

BUILT-IN COMMUNICATIONS LAYER

• No single point of failure

• Highly available, disk-backed cache

HIBERNATE

LOW LATENCY MEMORY CACHE

Full Platform Support
•

TERABYTE SCALE CACHE SERVER ARRAY
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Faster Performance, Sustained Gains

•

JRockit
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ColdFusion

•

IBM JDK

Enterprise Ehcache provides immediate relief from performance bottlenecks to speed
application response times. It maintains performance at any scale, enabling dynamic,
no-compromise growth:

•

Jetty
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•
•
•
•
•

MIRRORING

STRIPING

DEVELOPER
CONSOLE

PLUG-IN
MONITORING

OPERATIONS
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10,000+ transactions per second
30%-90% database load reduction
90% application latency improvement
Linear scale
In-memory performance

Rapid, Easy Deployment

Enterprise Management and Control
•

Management console

•

Third-party monitoring tool integration

•

Asynchronous write-behind

•

Bulk loader APIs

•

Flexible TTI and TTL eviction

•

JTA support

•

Online backups

Enterprise Ehcache solves hard scalability problems without forcing new concepts or
development paradigms:
•
•

Scales out with just two lines of configuration––not a full application rewrite
Reduces development time, makes scalability available to mainstream developers
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Ehcache Big Data Speed
Currently many federal agencies are approaching their
“more data problem” — aka their Big Data problem — using
Hadoop, which is a batch oriented system. When you run analysis on large data sets you are talking minutes, days, weeks.
“In terms of cyber that isn’t quick enough. We need to
react in real time, using tools to run analytics in real time
and respond in microseconds; and further down the road use
predictive analytics to predict those attacks and block them
before they get in,” Mr. Steel declared.
One product having particular success Mr. Steel said is
Enterprise Ehcache, an easy-to-deploy caching solution for
hard-to-solve scale and throughput problems. Based on
the de facto caching standard for Java, Enterprise Ehcache
snaps into enterprise applications for an instant 10x speed
increase and on-demand, unlimited scale out.
“We are bringing In Memory computing to a lot of these
systems to allow them to run these analytics in real time,”
Mr. Steel noted. “Before we were taking minutes and in one
case close to an hour; we are cutting that down to the second
and millisecond range. Our customers need to bring all that
relevant information around that case or individual in real
time — and real time to us in the case of Enterprise EH Cache
is microseconds.”

This allows people to see what is happening in real time
and respond as it is going on; rather that catching it and blocking it for next time and undo the damage already done, added
Mr. Lochten.
“You get a clear and concise picture of what’s happening
at a point in time where your actions still matter.”Mr. Steel
said. The Java based product has a very simplistic API so you
can get it up and running in minutes and see results within
an hour. He also described Presto, a product that allows the
creation of mobile apps out of traditional apps.
“When I put together a dashboard for visualization of
these command and control centers, I can quickly deliver
a compatible mobile version that allows us to see the dashboard and interact with the controls from an iPad, from your
cell phone, whatever mobile device you have.”

Common Thread: Speed
Showing information in flight is challenging said Mr.
Lochten. “Whether it is our innovation platform, our In Memory
computing capability or our predictive analytics and modeling
solutions, all have a common thread and that is around speed.”
Speed means being able to deliver the right information
in most cases in microseconds to the analyst who will be running that query.
“An analyst can see in the moment something that is a
spike in activity or an event that looks unusual,” Mr. Lochten
explained. It allows them to drill down and get the more rich
information they need when then need it, rather run reports
every hour or a couple of times a day.”
Mr. Lochten noted one of the common threads is customers
have fairly complex data sources and there is no one central
repository for the data. And that there is not the time to run a
batch query.
“The challenge for our customers is their life isn’t that
simple,” he said.
“Their environments are complex, have multiple data sources and have multiple repositories. We have products that allow
us to deal with a variety of data sources and high volume event
streams. We can ingest that information quickly to create and
build automated actions to respond.”
“We take on problems that the government has and we take
the responsibility of doing the proof of concept. We get the
business case from the customer; we actually try to sit down
develop the use case, what the success criteria
will be and then we prove it out to the customer
and we do it quickly.” n
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